Can you imagine tying rocks to your feet so you won't drown?
Imagine water so "thick" that a swimmer would float like a cork.
Then why the rocks? You'd need the rocks to keep from tipping over
and floating head down. Does this sound like a tall tale, a legend
from the distant past? It isn't! The "thick" water is in the Dead Sea, a
salt lake that lies on the border between Israel and Jordan. It is set in
a deep valley, with golden-brown walls rising 4,000 feet above it.
From the air, the Dead Sea looks like a sparkling blue lake about
fifty miles long and ten miles wide . It contains the saltiest water on
earth. It is so salty that few people would care to swim in it.
The Dead Sea is so salty that no fish or plants can live in it. One
legend says that the air above the Dead Sea will kill birds that fly
overhead . That's not true. The air above the Dead Sea is perfectly
safe. However, few birds would bother to fly over it-after all, it
contains nothing for them to eat!
How did the Dead Sea get to be so salty? Imagine fresh water
flowing into a lake. Once the water is in the lake, it has nowhere to
go because the lake is at the lowest point on earth. Then imagine the
sun beating down. Some of the water evaporates, changes from a
liquid into a gas. The water started out with tiny amounts of salt in it.
Almost all water has some salt, which it picks up from the ground.
Now imagine this process happening for thousands of years . The
water keeps coming in and then evaporating . The salt stays behind .
The water that stays behind grows more and more salty.
What good is the Dead Sea if nothing grows in it and nobody
goes there for vacation? The edges of the sea contain some valuable
minerals . These are dug up and sold.

1.

The water in the Dead Sea is very(A) thin

2.

(C) cold

Swimmers in the Dead Sea would(A) float

3.

(B) thick

(B) sink

(C) sing

This. is because the Dead Sea contains a lot of
(A) ice

(B) dirt

(C) salt

4. From the air, the Dead Sea looks like a(A) pile of salt
5.

(C) fish or plants

(B) find no food

(C) see no water

(B) animals

(C) salt

When water evaporates, salt(A) stays behind

10.

(B) salt

Fresh water contains tiny amounts of(A) iron

9.

(C) 50 miles long

A bird flying over the Dead Sea would(A) be killed

8.

(B) 4,000 feet deep

The Dead Sea contains no(A) water or rocks

7.

(C) huge ocean

The Dead Sea is about(A) 10 miles long

6.

(B) blue lake

(B) also evaporates

(C) turns to stone

The edges of the Dead Sea contain(A) gold

(B) minerals

(C) trees

Today we repair or replace roads every few years . The Inca
civilization built their road system to last . And they built it over five
hundred years ago .
The Inca civilization was in the Andes Mountains in South
America . They lived in what is now Peru. Their empire stretched for
thousands of miles . They went everywhere on foot, so they built five
thousand miles of roadway.

The main Inca road was called Capac Nan. This means
"Beautiful Road." It was paved and had gutters and curbs. It was lined
with trees to provide shade for travelers . The road went along high
mountain ridges, through deep valleys, and across bridges over
rivers .
The main branch of Capac Nan covered the same distance as that
from London to New York . Much of the system is crumbling today .
But some parts of it can still be traveled in comfort .
The Incas used their road to get important news to all parts of
their empire . The news was delivered by runners. The runners were
trained from the time they were children. They had to learn to run fast
at high altitudes with little oxygen .
The runners were set up in relay systems . Each one would run
about two miles and then give his news to the next runner. The
runners could cover about 250 miles each day. This is about the same
rate as the Pony Express traveled in the United States . But the Pony
Express used-you guessed it-horses!

1 . The Inca people lived in the(A) Andes
2.

(B) Rockies

(C) Alps

The country of Peru is in(A) Europe

(B) South America

(C) England

(B) foot

(C) boats

3 . The Incas traveled on(A) carts

4 . Trees were planted along the road to provide(A) fruit

(B) firewood

(C) shade

5 . The Inca road covered thousands of(A) miles

(B) valleys

(C) gutters

6 . The Incas delivered news by(A) runners

(B) horse

(C) radio

7 . The runners started their training as
(A) teenagers

(B) children

(C) adults

8. At high altitudes, there was little(A) oxygen

(B) shelter

(C) food

9. Each runner would pass his news to the next runner after two(A) miles
10 .

(B) days

(C) naps

The Inca runner system could cover 250 miles each(A) week

(B) day

(C) hour

Can you name the largest animal that has ever lived? Is it the
elephant? Or is it the extinct animal of long ago, the dinosaur? If you
chose either one, you're wrong . The largest animal that has ever lived
on Earth is alive today. It is the great blue whale .
An adult blue whale is longer than two city buses. Its heart is the
size of a taxicab. It can weigh as much as 170,000 tons. To feed its
enormous body, the blue whale takes in forty-five tons of water at a
gulp . It then strains the water through hundreds ofbony plates to take
out three to four tons of krill, its food, each day.
Blubber is a whale's fat. In the blue whale, the blubber may
equal one third of the animal's total weight . The blubber is rich in oil,
which is why people have hunted the blue whale for so long.
Surprisingly, though the blue whale is huge, it is not slow. It was
able to outrun sailing ships for 300 years . Then steamships allowed
whale hunters to catch up to the giant. So many blue whales were
killed that the species almost became extinct . Now blue whales are
protected and biologists believe they are making a comeback.
Scientists have reported seeing blue whales off the California
coast. These whales are not as easy to find as those that sing, jump, or
travel in large packs . Still, anyone who does spot a blue whale thinks
the day has been a success!

1 . The largest animal that has ever lived is the(A) dinosaur
2.

(B) ten trains

(C) a mile

(B) 45 tons

(C) 4 tons

(B) oil

(C) krill

(B) skin

(C) fins

The blue whale eats(A) blubber

6.

(C) not living today

The blue whale takes in water at the rate of(A) 170 tons

5.

(B) alive today

The blue whale is longer than(A) two city buses

4.

(C) blue whale

The largest animal that has ever lived is(A) on land

3.

(B) elephant

Blubber is a whale's
(A) fat

7 . People have hunted the blue whale for its(A) oil

(B) krill

(C) song

8 . It surprises people to learn that the huge blue whale is
(A) fast

(B) fat

(C) sleepy

9 . Whalers started catching blue whales when they had(A) submarines
10.

(B) steamships

(C) canoes

Blue whale numbers are increasing because they are(A) having twins

(B) hunted

(C) protected

Icebergs are "born" in the coldest parts of the world. There the
land is covered with ice. The ice moves slowly over the land to the
sea. The waves of the sea break off huge pieces of ice. These pieces
are new icebergs. They are ready to start lives of their own. This is
how icebergs are "born."
Not all icebergs are the same size . Some are only twenty or
thirty feet long. Others are as large as mountains . The largest icebergs
are seventy or even eighty miles long. These icy giants may reach
five hundred feet into the sky. This is as high as a fifty-story building.
No wonder icebergs are often called "floating giants ."
We can see only a small part of an iceberg. Most of it is hidden
under the water. The part under the water is nine times as large as the
part above the water. That is why a ship can never sail too close to an
iceberg. The part of the iceberg hidden under the water could rip open
the bottom of the ship and make it sink. Icebergs have also been
known to roll over. Who would want to be caught underneath? An
iceberg may weigh as much as ten thousand elephants!
Icebergs may live for many years. Those that float around in the
coldest water often live for fifty or even a hundred years. Those
icebergs that drift into warmer water have shorter lives . They melt
after only a few years .
The great white mountains of ice split in two when they melt .
Cracking icebergs sound like thunder. The sound can be heard many
miles away. Perhaps it is the floating giant's way of saying, "Get one
last look, everybody. I'm starting to melt!"

1.

Icebergs are "born" where the land is covered with(A) ice

2.

(B) slowly

(C) sadly

Large pieces of ice are broken off by(A) waves

4.

(C) boats

Ice moves over the land(A) quickly

3.

(B) water

(B) wind

(C) whales

(B) not all the same

(C) mountains

Icebergs are(A) small

size
5.

The longest icebergs are(A) eight feet

6.

(B) 100 years

(C) 500 years

(B) 100 years

(C) forever

When icebergs melt, they often split(A) forward

10 .

(C) above the water

Icebergs that drift into warm water may live(A) a few years

9.

(B) hidden

In very cold water, icebergs may live(A) one year

8.

(C) eighty miles

Most of an iceberg is(A) growing

7.

(B) eight miles

(B) in front

(C) in two

When icebergs split, they sound like(A) waves

(B) thunder

(C) babies

What do you "see" when you hear this word? Do you
picture a round metal coin? Do you think of paper money? Most
Money!

likely you think of one or the other. The money we see and use is
made of paper or metal . But the money of long ago was not at all like
the money we use today .

Coins were not always made of metal . Soap was once money to
the people of Mexico . Lumps of coal were used as coins by the
people of England . Stone money was used on the Pacific Ocean
island of Yap.
Even food was used as money. In Russia, "coins" of cheese
could be used to buy things . Bricks of tea leaves were used as money
in Tibet. The tea leaves were first boiled in water . They were then
pressed into hard brick shapes.
Coins were not always round. The coins of old China were once
in the shape of a knife. In another land coins were made in the shape
of a fish. Square money is still used by the people of India . Money in
the shapes of rings and bracelets is also still seen in some parts of the
world. Ring money is easy to carry.
Did you ever hear anyone say, "Money doesn't grow on trees"?
Is it true? Did money ever grow on trees? In far-off Malaysia, people
once made their own small trees out of tin. Small, round tin coins
were joined to the trunk of the tin-money trees. People just broke off
the money they needed! Wouldn't it be nice if all people had money
trees of their own?

1 . The money we see and use today is made of(A) wood
(B) gold

(C) paper or metal

2. Soap was once used as money by the people of(A) Mexico
(B) Canada
(C) Ireland
3. People in England once used money made of(A) coffee
(B) sugar

(C) coal

4. Stone money was used by the people of(A) India
(B) England

(C) Yap

5 . In Russia, coins were once made of
(A) monkeys
(B) cheese

(C) bread

6. Before tea leaves were made into money, they were(A) eaten
(B) baked
(C) boiled
7 . Coins of old China were once made in the shape of(A) knives
(B) sheep
(C) cars
8 . In India we can still find(B) fat coins
(A) wet money

(C) square coins

9. Ring money is easy to
(A) make

(C) eat

(B) carry

10. The people of one country once made(A) money trees
(B) money games

(C) stones

You know how important a map is to show you where things are .
Early civilizations thought maps were important, too. The oldest map
on record gives the outlines of a person's estate . Perhaps he wanted
everyone to know which land was his.
Mapmaking became more important when people started
exploring . If travelers kept maps of where they had been, the trip
would be easier for the next person . Unfortunately, early maps were
not very scientific. People did not know what lay across the seas or

over the next mountain . They imagined the seas to be full ofmonsters
that would sink ships. Often a mapmaker would draw these so-called
monsters right on a map.

Early maps were made from available materials. The Arctic
people used both dark and light colored animal skins . They cut the
shapes of their islands from the dark skins . Then they sewed the
shapes to the large, light skin, representing the ocean . South Pacific
islanders used shells and bits of coral to represent their islands on
maps .
Early mapmakers disagreed about which directions were
important . Some put east at the top of their maps, because the sun rises
from that direction . Others put the direction of the prevailing winds at
the top . Winds were very important to sailors .

In the second century A.D . an Egyptian named Ptolemy began to
improve mapmaking . He moved it from art into science . First, he put
north at the top of his maps. And, as an astronomer, he based his maps
on a round Earth . He tried to make the distances between lands on a
map more accurate . Ptolemy's maps were so good that they were still
used hundreds of years after his death .

1 . The earliest recorded map shows a person's(A) ship

(B) island

(C) estate

2 . Mapmaking became more important because of(A) drawing

(B) exploring

(C) astronomy

3 . Early maps were not very(A) artistic
4.

(B) storms

(C) rocks

The Arctic people used dark animal skins to represent(A) the ocean

6.

(C) scientific

Some people imagined that ships were sunk by(A) monsters

5.

(B) interesting

(B) islands

(C) monsters

Early mapmakers had different ideas about(A) direction

(B) winds

(C) sailing

7. Some thought east was the most important because of(A) sunset

(B) sunrise

(C) eclipses

8. The direction of the prevailing winds was important to
(A) sailors

(B) islanders

(C) artists

9 . Ptolemy's map skills grew from his work as an
(A) Egyptian
10.

(B) astronomer

(C) Inuit

Ptolemy determined that the direction at the top of a map should be(A) north

(B) east

(C) winds

The first people who visited Africa came back with strange
stories. Their stories were about a giant bird. The name of the bird
was the elephant bird.
The elephant bird was very large . One story told how it could eat
baby elephants . Another story told how the bird would drop rocks on
ships that passed by. Still another story told of how the bird carried a
person away, in its claws! People liked to hear such stories, but not all
of them were true . People began to wonder. Was the elephant bird
real? "No bird could grow that large," people said.
Today we know for a fact that the elephant bird really did live.
How do we know? Bones of the bird have been found . The bones
were dug out of the ground on the island of Madagascar, off the east
coast of Africa. Eggshells of the elephant bird have also been found .
The bones show that the elephant bird was a giant, taller than the
tallest human being . It was ten feet high . It was also very heavy. An
elephant bird often weighed a thousand pounds. The eggs of the
elephant bird were the largest eggs ever laid-the size of basketballs .
People who find the eggshells today make them into water jugs. The
jugs can hold over eight quarts of water.
No one knows how the elephant bird got its name. We do know
that it was too heavy to fly, so not all the stories about it are true. Did
it really eat baby elephants? We do not know, but why do you think it
was called the elephant bird?

1.

The elephant bird was said to feed on(A) grass

2.

(B) made

(B) New York

(B) tree

The elephant bird weighed(A) 1,000 pounds

(B) 100 pounds

8.

The egg of the elephant bird was as large as a-

.

(A) mountain

9.

Eggshells of the elephant bird are used for(A) holding food

10.

(C) painted

(C) Africa

The elephant bird was taller than the tallest(A) human

7.

(C) not all true

The elephant bird lived near(A) China

6.

(B) all true

(C) ships

Bones of the elephant bird have been(A) found

5.

(B) people

The stories about the bird were(A) disliked

4.

(C) horses

The elephant bird was said to drop rocks on(A) homes

3.

(B) baby elephants

(B) river

(B) washing babies

(C) building

(C) 2,000 pounds

(C) basketball

(C) water jugs

No one knows how the elephant bird got its(A) nest

(B) name

(C) food

What is it that swims in Loch Ness? No one knows. Those who
have seen it, or say they have seen it, call it "the monster." They have
named it the Loch Ness Monster.
Loch Ness is a long and very deep lake in Scotland . Since the
year 565, many people there have told of seeing a strange animal with
a long, snakelike neck and a small head . Most of those who have seen
it say the Loch Ness Monster is dark, has a hump like a camel, and is
about fifty feet long .
Some people have taken pictures of the beast. However, none of
the pictures came out clearly, and one film that was said to be of the
monster turned out to be a fake. But the pictures do seem to show a
dark animal with a long neck, a small head, and a long body.
Some people think that the "thing" in Loch Ness is a rock or a log
floating in the lake. "But how can a rock swim?" ask those who
believe in the monster. "Besides, do rocks or logs have necks and
heads?" Some say it is not a rock or log, but only a seal . Those who
have seen the creature say that no seal ever grew that big. Scientists
have taken pictures underwater but have found nothing.
Perhaps we will never know what it is that lives in the waters of
Loch Ness . Maybe it is a monster. Maybe it is not . Someday you
might be lucky enough to get a close look at the thing in the lake.
Perhaps you will be sitting in a boat just a few feet from the monster
as it rises out of the water!

1 . People have seen the monster since the year(A) 1622

(B) 1799

2 . The monster has been seen by over(A) 1,000 people

(B) 10 monsters

3. The neck of the monster is said to be(A) green

(B) long

(C) 565

(C) 1,000 children

(C) short

4 . People who see the monster say it has
(A) a fat head

(B) a small head

(C) no head

5 . The monster is said to be about(A) twenty-five feet

(B) fifteen feet

(C) fifty feet

6 . The pictures taken of the monster(A) are clear

(B) were never taken (C) are not clear

7 . Some people think that the monster is a(A) rock

(B) boat

(C) person

8 . Other people say the monster is a(A) giant bird

(B) seal

(C) snake

9 . Some people say it could not be a seal because a seal is
(A) dark

(B) too big

(C) much smaller

10 . Perhaps someday you will see the monster(A) up close

(B) far away

(C) eat its meal

Everything about the hummingbird is small . The egg from
which it is hatched is about the size of a jellybean. The nest in which
it is born is the size of a walnut. A baby hummingbird is only the size
of a bee . When fully grown, it is all of two inches long and weighs
less than a penny. It weighs so little that it can stand on a blade of
grass and the grass hardly bends!
No bird can match the hummingbird in flight . It can hang in
midair without moving up or down, backward or forward . The long,
strong wings move so quickly that they can hardly be seen . By
studying them in slow motion, scientists know their wings beat more
than sixty times each second . You can heir them. They make a
humming sound . That is how the hummingbird got its name .
The hummingbird is as fast as it is small. It zips, dips, and darts
at speeds greater than fifty miles an hour. It can fly backward or
sideways and can rise straight into the air like a little rocket. The bird
has been known to fly five hundred miles without stopping for rest.
The hummingbird is a fearless fighter. It will pick fights with
birds of all sizes . It is as likely to go after a crow or a hawk as a moth
or a bee . It will fly at its enemies like a bullet, using its sharp bill as a
weapon.
Hummingbirds spend most of their time in the air. Their feet are
weak and not meant for walking . But then, a bird is born to fly-and
no bird can fly like the little rocket of the airways, the hummingbird .

1.

The hummingbird's egg is the size of a(A) jellybean

2.

(B) humming sound

(C) crying sound

(B) lightning

(C) airplanes

(B) 500 miles

(C) 1,000 miles

(B) walk

(C) fight

The hummingbird uses its pointed bill as a(A) spoon

10.

(C) second

The hummingbird likes to(A) sing

9.

(B) hour

Hummingbirds take nonstop flights of(A) fancy

8.

(C) a drop

Hummingbirds can fly faster than(A) 50 miles an hour

7.

(B) a penny

The wings of the hummingbird make a(A) burning sound

6.

(C) a walnut

The hummingbird's wings beat sixty times each(A) minute

5.

(B) a bird

The hummingbird weighs less than(A) nothing

4.

(C) watermelon

A hummingbird's nest is the size of(A) an ant

3.

(B) pea

(B) bullet

(C) weapon

Of all the birds, the hummingbird is the best(A) worker

(B) flyer

(C) eater

Did you ever wonder what it was like to live in the old days?
There is a place where you can find out. It is called Mackinac Island.
On this island, instead of "Beep, beep!" you hear "Clippety
clop," "Giddyap!" and "Whoa!" on the streets . No automobiles are
allowed. Many people ride in horse-drawn carriages . The people like
it this wayjust as it was in the old days .
Mackinac Island is in the American Great Lakes. Many people
spend summer vacations there because of the island's beautiful trees
and sandy beaches. But they go there also to enjoy the old-fashioned
life. They ride around in shiny black carriages pulled by pairs of
handsome horses . These carriages look like the stagecoaches in
Western movies-only smaller. They have big wooden wheels, and
the driver sits on top up front, holding the horses' reins. The driver
wears a bright red coat and a black high hat.
Not everybody rides in carriages . Some people saddle up and
ride horseback . Others pedal along on bicycles or just walk . Nobody
seems to miss the cars .
Long ago only Native Americans lived on Mackinac . They
believed it was the oldest island in the world . They said the island
was created by piling earth on the back of a giant turtle . In the frontier
days, hunters, trappers, and soldiers used Mackinac as an important
base .

Today the people of Mackinac like to remember their past. They
have repaired an old fort and many old houses and stores . One house
is even older than the United States! The people show visitors
through these old buildings and tell them about the old days. If you
ever want to return to the past, just take a trip to Mackinac .

1.

You could find out what life in the old days was like at(A) Rhode Island

2.

(B) Coney Island

People ride in carriages pulled by(A) horses

3.

(B) red coat

(C) black coat

(B) cars

(C) trucks

(B) smallest

(C) noisiest

(B) an old fort

(C) an old rug

One house is older than(A) Canada

10.

(C) saddle

People on the island repaired(A) an old bus

9.

(B) horses' reins

Native American legends say the island is the world's
(A) oldest

8.

(C) Great Lakes

Nobody seems to miss(A) trains

7.

(B) Great Salt Lake

The driver wears a(A) red hat

6.

(C) goats

The driver of the carriage holds the(A) wheels

5.

(B) tractors

Mackinac Island is in the
(A) Great South Bay

4.

(C) Mackinac Island

(B) Russia

(C) the United States

The people show visitors(A) movies

(B) old buildings

(C) shells

Why don't you surprise your family? Just wait until the next
time they ask what you want for supper . Just say, "How about
kangaroo-tail soup?" See what they say. They may be surprised to
learn that this soup is sold in some stores .
Maybe members of your family are tired of always having the
same kinds of meats . Tell them about buffalo meat . Quite a few
people like the taste . There is baby octopus, too . You can find fresh
baby octopus in some fish stores .
Most people like to eat a little snack between meals. Perhaps you
can get your family to buy snails, which come from France . You
might want your snails as a bedtime snack. Frogs' legs, roasted
grasshoppers, and ants are also eaten as snacks . If your family
members agree to buy the ants, ask them to get the chocolate-covered

kind . They are crunchy .

Will your family think that your taste is a little strange? If so,
tell them of the food eaten by people of long ago . In past times people
ate fern plants, spiders, worms, and crunchy dandelions . Mouse pie
was a favorite, too . A bear's paw was a treat, though it had to be
cooked a long time before it was tender enough to eat. People said it
had a sharp taste!
Ask your friends in for dinner. Give them something new to
eat something they have never tasted before. Don't say a word.
Wait until they have finished. Then you can tell them what they have
been eating. Won't they be in for a surprise!

1.

When your family asks what you want to eat(A) say nothing

2.

(B) crunchy

(C) dirty

(B) butterflies

(C) spiders

(B) sour

(C) bitter

(B) sweet taste

(C) flat taste

The story says to ask your friends in for(A) breakfast

10.

(C) frogs' legs

A bear's paw is said to have a(A) sharp taste

9.

(B) camel's hump

Dandelions are said to be(A) crunchy

8.

(C) Japan

People of long ago ate
(A) tigers

7.

(B) Italy

Chocolate-covered ants are
(A) large

6.

(C) America

A food people like for snacks is(A) bear's ears

5.

(B) some fish stores

Snails that we buy for food come from(A) France

4.

(C) laugh

Fresh baby octopus can be found in
(A) a zoo

3.

(B) surprise them

(B) lunch

(C) dinner

Don't tell your friends what they have eaten until they(A) ask you

(B) have finished

(C) are seated

Did anyone ever pay you a left-handed compliment? That means

that someone said something about you that sounded nice but really
wasn't . Have you ever read about a sinister character in a ghost story?

Sinister means "evil," but the word comes from a Latin word that
means "on the left hand"!

Where did such awful ideas about lefties get started? For one

thing, there are very few left-handed people-no more than one in
eight or one in ten people . That makes lefties very easy to notice .

Among some ancient peoples, like the Incas of South America, being
left-handed was lucky. Among other peoples, being different in any
way was considered unlucky.

Whether you are left-handed or right-handed depends on your

parents . If both parents are lefties, half their children will be lefties . If
both parents are righties, chances are only about one in fifty that any

of their children will be a lefty. You can see that there will be far
more righties than lefties!

This is a right-handed world. Imagine writing with your left

hand . As soon as you write a word, your hand covers it up . If you rest
your writing hand on the paper, you will immediately smudge what

you wrote . Think about turning pencil sharpeners, doorknobs, or any
clock or toy that is wound up. Even scissors and rulers are righthanded. Most musical instruments are right-handed . A lot of
companies are now making special scissors, rulers, musical
instruments, and so on for the lefties ofthe world.
Some people think lefties are smarter than righties. That may or

may not be true, but there are certainly some famous lefties : singer

Judy Garland; rock star Paul McCartney ; tennis stars John McEnroe
and Jimmy Connors ; movie stars Julia Roberts and Robert Redford;
skating star Dorothy Hamill ; and baseball great Babe Ruth.

1.

A left-handed compliment(A) is really good

2.

Sinister means "on the left hand" and also(A) "evil"

3.

(B) one in a hundred

(C) one in ten

The ancient Incas of South America thought being left-handed was(A) silly

5.

(C) "brotherly"

(B) "wonderful"

The number of lefties is about(A) two in fifty

4.

(C) only sounds good

(B) is silly

(B) evil

If both of your parents are lefties, you(A) will be a lefty

(B) will be a righty

(C) lucky

(C) might be a lefty

6.

If both of your parents are righties, chances are that you are(B) left-handed
(C) lucky
(A) right-handed

7.

Left-handed writing is easy to(A) read

8.

(B) right-handed

(C) easy to handle

John McEnroe and Jimmy Connors are(A) a rock group

10.

(C) smudge

Most wind-up objects or things with cranks are(A) left-handed

9.

(B) do

(B) inventors

Famous lefty Babe Ruth played(A) tennis

(B) baseball

(C) tennis stars

(C) rock music

Would you be surprised to open your front door and find a fourhundred-pound deer standing there? Would you think it odd to see
two deer strolling down the middle of your town's busiest street? In
most towns, such sights would certainly be strange. In Waterton,
Canada, they are common .
Every winter dozens of mule deer come into Waterton from the
nearby hills and woods. They are called mule deer because they have
long ears, like mules. The deer roam through the town . They cross
lawns and gardens and climb onto porches . They walk down the
middle of streets and even along sidewalks . At busy corners cars
screech to a stop as the deer cross, paying no attention to traffic
lights .

The people of Waterton are so used to the deer that they hardly
notice them-until the animals start eating their trees and bushes .
Unlike most deer, these mule deer are not at all afraid of people. They
do not dash off when someone tries to shoo them away from eating a
tree on a front lawn . This is the only thing the people of Waterton do
not like about the deer. The deer eat off so much bark and so many
leaves that many lovely bushes and trees die. No garden in Waterton
is safe .
Have you already figured out why the deer like to spend their
winter "vacations" in Waterton? Of course-there is plenty of food
there . In the mountains and forests, many deer die each winter
because deep snow covers the grass and bushes they feed on. The
deer come to town for other reasons too. There they are safe from
their natural enemies, mountain lions and coyotes . Also, they find
warmer shelter behind houses .

The people of Waterton have learned to get along with the deer,
even though the animals get in the way. The deer too have had to
learn to put up with people who get in their way-all the visitors who
come to Waterton to take their pictures!

1.

It might be strange to see two deer walking on(A) a kitchen floor

2.

(B) the busiest street

These sights are common in
(A) Waterton

3.

(B) Jollytown

(B) soda

(C) food

(B) coyotes

(C) cats

The deer find shelter behind(B) flowers

(C) buses

People in Waterton have learned to get along with the(A) visitors

10.

(C) people

Besides mountain lions, enemies of the deer are-

(A) houses
9.

(C) traffic lights

In Waterton the deer find plenty of-

(A) rabbits
8.

(B) crossing guards

(B) fireworks

(A) money
7.

(C) woods

The deer are not afraid of
(A) mice

6.

(B) kingdoms

The deer do not watch
(A) street signs

5.

(C) New York City

The deer come from nearby(A) zoos

4.

(C) a rooftop

(B) children

(C) deer

Visitors take the deer's(A) pictures

(B) toys

(C) mail

People like to give names to everything they see. They give
names to towns, cities, streets, lakes, rivers, parks, and mountains .
Some of the names are funny. Some are sad. Other names are just
downright silly. We do not always know how names came to be
chosen, but names dot our maps .
Sometimes the names of people are used to name places . There
are places called David, Ruth, Nick, and Charles. Even the last names
of people are used. Our country's capital is Washington, the name of
our first President. There is a city called Lincoln. Other places have
names as common as Smith and Jones .

Almost every animal has a place named after it. How would you
like to live in a place called Buzzard's Bay? Or would Spider, Beaver,
Black Snake, or Buffalo be more to your liking? Animals are
favorites when it comes to naming places.
Would you like to live in a town with a happy name? New Hope,
Sunrise, Beauty, Smile, and Goody are pleasant names. Would you
like to live in Lovely, Blessing, or Jollytown? What about living in
Christmas or Santa Claus? All of these are names of places in our
country. There are places with names that are not so happy. They are
Worry, Strain, Broken Arrow, and Devil's Tower. Such names could
hardly make us smile. There are also many silly names . Stone, Busy,
Hi Hat, Sparks, and Dime Box are but a few.

The longest place name in our country is that of a lake. It reads
Chargoggagoggmanchaugagoggchaubunagungamaugg . It is an
American Indian word and means "You fish on your side of the lake,
and I'll fish on mine."

1. When people see things, they like to(A) draw them
(B) name them

(C) eat them

2. One first name that was used to name a place is
(A) Tom
(B) Bill

(C) Nick

3. Our capital is named for(A) an animal
(B) a person

(C) Lincoln

4. Places named after animals are(A) small
(B) few

(C) many

5 . When most people hear the name "Goody," they(A) shudder
(B) leave
(C) smile
6. A happy name found in the story is(A) Black Snake
(B) Worry

(C) Jollytown

7. A sad name found in the story is(A) Smile
(B) Broken Arrow

(C) Tears

8 . A silly name found in the story is(A) No Money
(B) Dancing Bear

(C) Dime Box

9 . The longest place name in our country was given to(A) a fish
(B) a lake
(C) an island
10. The longest place name in our country was thought of by(A) teachers
(B) American Indians (C) swimmers

Have you ever seen the feathers on a real American Indian
arrow? Have you ever taken a good look at them? If you have, you
know that some of the feathers are marked . They may also be cut, split,
or colored . In days of long ago, the Plains Indians wore these in
different ways. Some wore their feathers straight up. Others wore
them sideways or hanging down.
The markings and the ways the feathers were worn tell us a lot
about the Plains Indians . Not many people of today know what the
markings mean . The feathers tell a story of what a warrior did in battle.
They tell why the warrior had the right to wear them. Feathers were
somewhat like medals .
Plains Indian warriors who were very brave in battle could wear
a feather straight up. They had to kill an enemy or touch a live enemy
in battle and escape . If anyone touched an enemy who was hurt and got
away, they could wear a feather sideways . The first warrior to touch a
dead enemy could wear a feather hanging down .
The colors and markings of each feather meant something, too .
For some groups, the white feather showed that a warrior had killed an
enemy. A red spot on a feather meant the same thing. Sometimes a
little piece was taken out of the side of the feather. This showed that
the warrior had taken the scalp of an enemy. A red feather showed that
the warrior had been hurt in battle . A split feather showed that the
owner had been hurt many times .

The next time you see a picture showing Plains Indians of long
ago, look at the feathers they are wearing . What can you tell about
them from their feathers?

1 . You must look carefully at feathers to see how they are
(A) marked

(B) gathered

(C) pinned

2. Today, few people know the meaning of
(A) bird feathers

(B) feather beds

(C) American Indian
feathers

3. Feathers tell what the Plains Indians did in(A) camp
4.

(B) backward

(C) forward

A feather hanging down meant that the wearer was the first to touch(A) a dead enemy

6.

(C) school

A warrior who touched an enemy who was hurt could wear a feather(A) sideways

5.

(B) battle

(B) a friendly enemy

(C) an arrow

To show that he had killed an enemy, the warrior wore a(A) white feather

(B) purple feather

(C) blue feather

7 . A warrior who had taken the scalp of an enemy wore a(A) cut feather

(B) whole feather

(C) blue feather

8 . If a warrior had been hurt in battle, he wore a(A) bandage

(B) red feather

(C) green feather

9. A warrior who had been wounded many times wore a(A) split feather
10 .

(B) necktie

(C) big feather

American Indian arrow feathers can tell(A) birds

(B) stories

(C) pens

It would not be long now. The ship offshore must soon be torn
apart by the storm. It was 1838, and one of the worst storms in
history was roaring along the coast of England . The lighthouse
keeper looked out at the ship . "It will be gone in a few more
minutes," he said sadly.
His daughter, Grace Darling, could see the people on the ship.
Some knelt in prayer. "Can't we save them?" she asked. "Isn't there
any way to help them?"
"No one can take a lifeboat out in that water," he answered .
"The waves are too large ."
Grace had great courage. She simply did not know how to give
up. Filled with pity, she raced to the lifeboat. Her father followed . He
pleaded with her not to get into the boat, but she would not listen. Her
father could not let her go alone. He too climbed in. The two of them
rowed frantically. Each wave seemed ready to hurl them into the sea.
Suddenly there was a terrible roar. The storm had split the ship
in two . People were clinging to each half. Their deaths could not be
far off.
Grace and her father rowed faster. Soon they reached the, ship
and began filling the lifeboat with survivors . Then father and
daughter brought their lifeboat safely to shore.
To this day, a small statue stands above the grave of Grace
Darling . Sailors from all over England visit it. People still honor the
young woman who did not know how to give up.

1.

The storm took place in(A) 1900

2.

(B) large

(C) strong

(B) fear

(C) doubt

(B) called for help

(C) swam

(B) sank

(C) split in two

Father and daughter filled the lifeboat with(A) life jackets

10.

(C) swim

The ship(A) overturned

9.

(B) run

She and her father(A) rowed

8.

(C) Frances

She was filled with(A) pity

7.

(B) Mary

Her father said the waves were too(A) fast

6.

(C) England

His daughter wanted to(A) help

5.

(B) Ireland

The lighthouse keeper's daughter was named(A) Grace

4.

(C) 1838

The storm roared along the coast of(A) France

3.

(B) 1800

(B) survivors

(C) oars

Above the grave of the young woman lifesaver is a(A) lifeboat

(B) statue

(C) tree

Is there life on other planets? Do visitors from outer space fly
over our cities and towns? Some people think so . But, of course, no
one knows for sure.
People sometimes report seeing strange-looking lights in the
night sky. Some believe the lights are spaceships . They say these
spaceships give off light as they zoom through the sky. Some pilots
have reported seeing small flying objects flash past their planes. They
have said these objects look like dishes or saucers . That is where the
term "flying saucers" came from.
In the last fifty years, thousands of people have seen these lights
from the ground and from the air. Some have taken pictures of these
"flying saucers ." They are said to fly much faster than airplanes and
dart out of sight very quickly.
Many of these lights in the sky have been explained . Sometimes
they are meteors, or satellites, or weather balloons . Sometimes
airplanes are even mistaken for flying saucers .
However, scientists say there could be life on some faraway
planets. They say that whoever lives there could know more than we
do on Earth . These life forms could be ahead of us in technology. They
could be curious about our world, just as we would be curious about
them . Who knows? Maybe someday we will have a chance to answer
these questions.

1.

Some people say that the strange lights could be
(A) pretty

2.

(B) spaceships

(C) green

The spaceships are said to look like(A) airplanes

(B) people

(C) saucers

3 . The lights have been seen by(A) few people

(B) thousands

(C) nobody

4. The flying objects are said to fly faster than(A) airplanes

(B) light

(C) kites

5 . The flying objects are said to be rather(A) small

(B) large

(C) ugly

6 . When some people hear about flying saucers, they are(A) doubtful

(B) funny

(C) bored

7 . Some of these lights in the sky are really
(A) costly
8.

(C) meteors

Sometimes the flying saucers are really
(A) dishes

9.

(B) slow

(B) birds

(C) airplanes

Scientists think there could be life on(A) some planets

(B) the sun

(C) the rainbow

10. Whoever might live on other planets could be
(A) tired

(B) boring

(C) curious about Earth

How would you like to fly to school? Would you like to zip
through the air like a bird? Someday you may be able to do just
that. All you would need is your flying belt. You would be able to fly
anywhere with just the push of a button!
You can't get a flying belt yet. But the belts have been tested by
the U .S . Army. The army thinks that soldiers with flying belts could
jump over fences and fly across rivers .
The flying belt would have a small jet engine strapped on a
person's back. A small tank holds jet fuel . When you press a button,
the engine sends out a strong blast of air that pushes against the
ground. That push sends you up into the air. The flying belt can take
you as high as you want to go. You can even change your speed and
direction . To land safely, you slowly cut down the force of the blast .
The flying belt could be used not only by the army. Lifeguards
could zoom over the water and save people in no time at all .
Firefighters could fly to a fire . The flying belt might even help people
get to work more quickly .
The flying belt could be used for fun, too. It would be light,
small, and easy enough for anyone to use. If you would like to "blast
off" into the future, save your money. You could be first in your
neighborhood to have a flying belt.

1.

Someday you may be able to fly like a bird with(A) a flying fish

2.

(B) bicycle

(C) car

(B) nose

(C) ground

(B) wings

(C) blast

The flying belt could be used by(A) birds

8.

(C) cross rivers

To comedown, you just cut the force of the(A) words

7.

(B) sleep

You will go up when a strong blast of air pushes against the
(A) wings

6.

(C) frozen

A flying belt is strapped on a person's
(A) back

5.

(B) steamed

Flying belts would help the army(A) eat

4.

(C) flypaper

Flying belts are still not ready to be
(A) sold

3.

(B) a flying belt

(B) doctors

(C) lifeguards

The flying belt would help people get to(A) work

(B) the attic

(C) the basement

9. The flying belt could be used for
(A) fun
10.

(B) work only

(C) police work only

If you would like a flying belt, save your(A) steam

(B) money

(C) friends

Eight-year-old Mabel Stark had no fear of tigers. Someday she
hoped to train wild animals and make them obey her. After watching
her first circus, Mabel knew that nothing else would make her happy.
Mabel never changed her mind. Years passed before she got her
chance . One day she asked the owner of a circus if she could get into
the cage with the wild tigers . At first the circus owner only laughed,

but at last he agreed. Into the cage stepped Mabel, alone with three
tigers . She spoke to them in a firm voice. The tigers roared but did
just what Mabel told them to do. She walked out unhurt. The circus
owner asked her to join the circus .
People came from miles around to see the "Girl Without Fear."
They cheered as she put the animals through their tricks . In a cage
filled with sixteen wild tigers, Mabel had complete control over the
beasts . She made them walk over wires and turn over on their backs.
She even made one tiger ride on the back of a horse.
In one of her acts, Mabel liked to wrestle with a tiger. The sight
of the girl in the claws of a tiger made people shudder with fear. For
this act Mabel wore a white leather suit . This suit kept the sharp
claws of the tiger from hurting her.

When asked what it takes to become a wild-animal trainer,
animal trainers always answer, "You must believe in yourself. You
must know you can control wild animals . Never be mean to them.
Even wild animals know if you don't like them . Above all, you must
never show any fear." Mabel Stark truly deserved to be called the
"Girl Without Fear."

1.

When Mabel was eight years old, she said she was not afraid of(A) big people

(B) tigers

(C) circuses

2. Mabel wanted to train wild animals after she saw her first(A) circus
3.

(C) movie

When Mabel first asked to get into the cage, the owner(A) said she could

4.

(B) zoo parade

(B) fainted

(C) laughed

Mabel spoke to the tigers in a voice that was(A) soft

(B) firm

(C) loud

5 . When Mabel got into the cage, the tigers(A) ate her
6.

(B) lion

(C) horse

(B) hide

(C) run away

Mabel wore a leather suit in order to
(A) look pretty

10.

(C) five lions

When Mabel would wrestle with a tiger, people would(A) shudder

9.

(B) sixteen tigers

Mabel made one tiger ride on the back of a(A) truck

8.

(C) roared

In the cage, Mabel worked with(A) music

7.

(B) smiled

(B) keep warm

(C) protect herself

In order to train wild animals, one must(A) feed them

(B) always be happy

(C) never show fear

The people of Tibet call it a Yeti. Yeti means "Wild Person of the
Mountains ." A Yeti is a creature that is part human and part beast.
People who live in Tibet believe in the Yeti . They tell strange stories
about it.
There are even those who say they have seen a Yeti. They say it
is about the size of a tall person . It is covered with reddish-brown
hair. The face is flat like a monkey's . The head comes to a point .
Most often the Yeti walks on two legs. When it is frightened, it runs
on all fours . Its voice is loud and is often heard in the evening .
"How strange a Yeti must look!" visitors to Tibet say. "Is there
really such a thing?" they ask. A few have gone to the high
mountains of Tibet to find out. They want to get a look at the Wild
Person of the Mountains . Some people even hope to bring back a
Yeti.
So far, no one has been lucky enough to capture a Yeti. But large
footprints have been found . Pictures of the tracks have been taken.
They show that the Yeti has four toes and walks with bare feet in the
mountain snow. Some people say these footprints are the tracks of a
bear. Others say they are the tracks of a monkey. The people of Tibet
say the tracks are made by the Yeti.

No one really knows who or what has made these tracks . No one
even knows what a Yeti really is. Those who come from far away still
look for the Yeti. The people of Tibet do not. "After all," they say,
"who in their right mind would want to get close to the Wild Person
of the Mountains?"

1.

Yeti means a wild person of the
(A) snow

2.

(B) happy

(C) sad

(B) afternoon

(C) evening

(B) Tibet

(C) Spain

(B) searched for

(C) talked about

The pictures of the footprints show that the Yeti has(A) dirty feet

10.

(C) dog

So far, a Yeti has not been(A) caught

9.

(B) monkey

Those who wish to find the Yeti go to(A) the zoo

8.

(C) gray

People say that a Yeti is most often heard in the
(A) morning

7.

(B) black

When a Yeti runs on all fours, it is said to be(A) frightened

6.

(C) small person

The face of a Yeti is supposed to be flat like that of a(A) horse

5.

(B) tall person

The hair of a Yeti is said to be(A) reddish brown

4.

(C) mountains

A Yeti is said to be the size of a(A) dog

3.

(B) caves

(B) four toes

(C) six toes

Some people say that the tracks are those of(A) a bear

(B) an elephant

(C) a goat

No one would hire little Lillian . She seemed too small to be an
acrobat . At last she got a job in a small theater, but disaster soon
struck . A ring snapped, and she fell thirty feet to the stage. Lillian
hurt her ankles and was on crutches . "You're lucky you weren't
killed," the manager said. "Give up this crazy idea while you are still
alive."
But Lillian knew that the slip had been the fault of the ring. "I'm
going on again tonight," she told the manager. He stared in disbelief .
Then he changed his mind .
"If you wish," he said. In his greedy mind, he knew that the brave
girl would attract a large crowd. It would be good for business.
That night Lillian climbed up on the stage on crutches . Then she
handed them to her helper. A huge crowd waited in silence. News of
the tiny girl and her accident had spread throughout New York .
Lillian announced that she would do a stunt called "the plange ." In
this stunt she would hold on to just one ring with one hand and whirl
her entire body over her wrist. This was the most difficult stunt in the
circus . Only the strongest people could do it . Few would even
attempt it.
People watched tensely . The manager rubbed his hands together
briskly. The house was packed. Lights dimmed . Drums rolled . Then
Lillian began to hurl her body up into the air. It went right over her
wrist . As she did, the audience began to pick up the count. They
chanted in amazement, "One, two, three-." Still Lillian continued to
whirl. At the count of sixty she stopped . The crowd rose to its feet .
For fifteen minutes they applauded wildly. In all of circus history, she
was the first to do this dangerous stunt so many times .
The manager rushed to her side. He promised to give her a small
raise if she would appear every night. But an agent from Barnum and
Bailey was present and'signed her to a large contract. Little Lillian
had become the biggest star in the world of the circus!

1.

It seemed that Lillian was too(A) young

2.

(B) small

She was given a job by the owner of a(B) carnival

(A) movie studio
3.

(B) snapped

(C) spun

(B) ground

(C) roof

(B) feet

(C) ankles

She fell to the(A) stage

5.

Lillian hurt her
(A) knees

6.

Lillian gave her crutches to(B) her helper

(A) the manager
7.

(B) knees

(B) sing

(C) count

The stunt was performed(A) fifteen times

10.

(C) crutches

The audience began to(A) boo

9.

(C) the audience

Lillian swung up over her(A) wrist

8.

(C) small theater

Lillian fell when a ring(A) slipped

4.

(C) timid

(B) sixty times

(C) three times

The audience applauded for(A) fifteen minutes

(B) ten minutes

(C) five minutes

A shiny black creature sees a fish twelve feet below the surface
of the water. The creature dives, catches the fish in its teeth, and
brings it to the surface . Is this creature a seal? No, it is a dog-the
world's best swimming dog. Such dogs have been called "the dogs
that think they are seals ."
It's easy to guess the name of this kind of dog. It's called the
water dog. It comes from a country called Portugal (say "PORT you
gull"), across the ocean. For years and years the fishers of Portugal
took water dogs along in their boats. These dogs helped the fishers in
wonderful ways. They would jump into the water and herd the fish
into the fishers' nets. If a fish escaped, a water dog would swim after
it, catch it in its mouth, and bring it back to the net without harming
the fish.
The water dog can do even more amazing things. Its hind legs
are so strong that it can leap right out of the water into a boat. It can
swim from one fishing boat to another, carrying a message. In a war
long ago, the Spanish navy used water dogs to swim from ship to ship
with messages . An old, old story tells of a drowning sailor who was
pulled from the sea and saved by a water dog.
Today, however, very few people know about the water dogs of
Portugal . When the fishers got motorboats with radios, they didn't
need their dogs as much . Nearly all the water dogs were forgotten and
died. By 1960 there were only fifty water dogs left in the whole
world.
Then an American named Mrs. Miller heard about the water
dogs . She brought two of them to America. She took care of them
and the puppies they soon had. Today there are many children and
grandchildren of those two water dogs . They are gentle and make
wonderful pets . You can buy one, but because they are rare, they are
expensive . You'd better have $500!

1.

The shiny black creature is a(A) horse

2.

(B) message

(C) tale

(B) drowning

(C) eating

(B) nets

(C) telephones

(B) eighteen

(C) two

The American woman's name is(A) Mrs. Farmer

10.

(C) fish

The number of water dogs in 1960 was(A) fifty

9.

(B) boat

Instead of dogs, fishers used(A) radios

8.

(C) stores

The sailor in the story was(A) singing

7.

(B) trucks

A dog can swim between boats, carrying a(A) bottle

6.

(C) seals

The dogs would not harm the escaped(A) fisher

5.

(B) monkeys

The fishers took their dogs in their(A) boats

4.

(C) fish

These animals think they are(A) farmers

3.

(B) dog

(B) Mrs. Fisher

(C) Mrs . Miller

The price of a water dog today is about(A) $100

(B) $250

(C) $500

Harry Houdini could do almost anything . He could walk through
a brick wall . He could escape from a trunk with a rope around it. He
could even make an elephant disappear! Harry Houdini, you see, was
a magician . He was not just a good magician . There has never been a
magician like him.
Nearly any magician can make a rabbit disappear. Such an act
was too easy for Harry Houdini . He used the biggest animal he could
find, an elephant. Harry put the animal into a big box on the stage . A
second later he opened the box and the elephant was gone! How did
he do such a trick? Most people have no idea.
Maybe the Great Trunk Trick was his best. First, Harry's hands
were tied behind his back and he was put into a sack. The sack was
tied and placed inside the trunk. The trunk was locked . Then ropes
were put around it. Within a second Harry would pop out and take a
bow. How the people clapped!
How could a person walk through a brick wall? The Great
Houdini did it almost every day. He had the brick wall made right on
the stage. People saw it being made . Small screens were then put on
both sides of the wall. People stood on both sides of the brick wall to
see that Harry did not go around it. Harry would stand on one side of
the wall . In a second he would be on the other side. People could
hardly believe their eyes .
Even today no one knows how Harry did all these tricks. They
were only tricks . He said so himself. However, magicians never give
away their secrets. Harry Houdini, the Magic Man, never did.

1.

Harry Houdini could walk through a(A) needle

2.

(B) Harry

(C) the wall

(B) day

(C) year

(B) ground

(C) stage

(B) bricks

(C) rabbits

Even today no one knows how Harry(A) did his tricks

10 .

(C) warm

On both sides of the brick wall there were(A) people

9.

(B) tied

The brick wall was made on the(A) porch

8.

(C) writer

Houdini walked through a wall almost every(A) hour

7.

(B) magician

A rope was placed around(A) the trunk

6.

(C) disappear

In the Great Trunk Trick, Harry's hands were(A) empty

5.

(B) dance

Houdini was a(A) movie star

4.

(C) brick wall

Harry Houdini made an elephant(A) cry

3.

(B) mountain

(B) liked people

(C) made the wall

Magicians never give away their(A) money

(B) secrets

(C) rabbits

Can you imagine finding a bottle with a message inside-or
perhaps one containing money? Not long ago a child in New York
found a bottle that had been washed up on the beach. Inside was
$1,700! After waiting a year, the youngster was allowed to keep the
money.

Bottles sometimes contain notes from a person who is
shipwrecked . A bottle was once found on a beach in Japan. Inside
was a message. It read, "Thirty people and forty ponies are starving."
It had been sent two hundred years before . It had come to shore on a
beach near the hometown of the person who had written the message!
Bottles may travel thousands of miles over the oceans . They
may drift as far as a hundred miles in a day. Over fifty years ago a
fisher placed a bottle into the North Sea just to see how far it would
go . This bottle has been picked up many times. Each time it has been
placed back into the water . It has circled the world five times!
Somewhere on the high seas may be the most valuable bottle of
all. It contains a message written by a ship's captain. A storm was
raging, and the captain feared the ship might go down. The captain
placed a message into a bottle so that the world would know of the
ship's difficulties . The message was addressed to the King and Queen
of Spain. If you are the finder, this message will be worth a fortune to
you. It is signed "Christopher Columbus."

The next time you visit the beach, keep a close watch . You may
find a bottle cast up on the sand. A seagoing treasure may have come
home to rest.

1.

Bottles sometimes contain(A) food

2.

(C) 50 miles

(B) 20 years ago

(C) 5 years ago

(B) three times

(C) five times

(B) be captured

(C) sink

The ship's captain wrote a message to the King and Queen of(A) England

9.

(B) 100 miles

The captain feared the ship might(A) be late

8.

(C) 75 years

This bottle has circled the globe
(A) two times

7.

(B) 100 years

The fisher put the bottle into the North Sea(A) over 50 years ago

6.

(C) $1,000

In a single day a bottle may travel(A) 2 miles

5.

(B) $1,700

The Japanese bottle arrived late by(A) 200 years

4.

(C) maps

The bottle found by the youngster in New York contained(A) $100

3.

(B) messages

(B) Portugal

(C) Spain

The message was signed by(A) Hernando Cortez

(B) Christopher

(C) Myles Standish

Columbus
10 .

You may find a bottle washed up on the
(A) sand

(B) grass

(C) street

The Olympics are some of the most exciting sports events in
the world. But there is another Olympics about which you may not
have heard. This is the Special Olympics, for people with mental
disabilities .
People with mental disabilities learn more slowly than other
people . Sometimes they have trouble controlling the actions of their
arms and legs . Sometimes they also have physical disabilities . For
many years, everyone thought that mentally disabledpeople could not
take part in sports . They were wrong .

The first Special Olympic Games were held in Chicago in 1968 .
One thousand people competed in many events. Since then Special
Olympics programs have been organized in all fifty states . Canada
takes part, too . Today over a million people participate in the Special
Olympics .
Mentally disabled persons over the age of eight may take part in
the Special Olympics . These people may also have physical
disabilities . People have run in races using crutches or walkers. A
young girl entered the long jump event with an artificial leg . A blind
runner raced around the track with the help of his coach's voice. A
deaf basketball team planned their plays using sign language .
Winning is wonderful for people who may never have had much
success . But training for and entering the Special Olympics is also
important . The participants become more confident . They learn how
to concentrate in order to play well. Then they use that concentration
in school to improve their schoolwork. Like anyone else, they feel
great when they prove they can do something well .

1 . People with mental disabilities often learn(A) slowly

(B) quickly

(C) walking

2 . No one thought people with mental disabilities could play(A) fair

(B) sports

(C) music

3 . The first Special Olympics Games were held
(A) in 1968

(B) last year

(C) last century

(B) all the states

(C) Chicago

4 . They were held in
(A) Canada

5 . Today the number of people taking part is more than(A) one million

(B) one thousand

(C) ten thousand

6 . In order to take part, a person must be at least
(A) twenty-one

(B) a teenager

(C) eight

7 . People have entered races using(A) cars

(B) crutches

(C) skates

8. A girl with an artificial leg entered the event called(A) swimming
9.

(C) basketball

A deaf basketball team planned its plays using(A) sign language

10 .

(B) long jump

(B) lip reading

(C) hearing aids

The Special Olympics helps mentally disabled people become(A) isolated

(B) arrogant

(C) confident

